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CLEAN UP: missing tiles on the roof
of the garage are evidence of the standoff that took place.
Photo: SONYA BROWN

MISSING: 11-year-old
Bunmi Shagaya. Photo: PA

RIOT POLICE IN
GARAGE SIEGE
FIREFIGHTERS were forced to fight a
garage blaze under cover of police riot
shields after a man held a three-hour siege
on its roof.
The man hurled tiles at emergency crews as they
battled to put out two fires and end the stand-off at the
Jet garage on Aylsham Road, Norwich.
A giant clean-up operation was under way at the

by CAROLINE JENKINSON
garage today, and the damage bill is expected to be
between £5,000 and £7,000.
A computer terminal melted in the heat of a fire
started in the shop, stock was ruined through water
damage, the station signs were smashed and most of
the roof will have to be replaced.

Petrol station manager Mark Timmins said: “It
would have been much cheaper if he’d just broken in,
grabbed some stock and run away.
“Something like this costs more than any smash and
grab job.” The 34-year-old man, who was said by
witnesses to have a Scouse accent, was spotted on the
roof by a member of the public at around 1.45am today.
Police officers were first on the scene followed by
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French
divers
find
Bunmi
FRENCH police searching for
missing 11-year-old British
schoolgirl Bunmi Shagaya
today lifted a body from the
lake where she disappeared.
Four police divers placed
the body, which was partly
submerged at the lake near
Dieppe, on a white stretcher
and carried it to the sandy
shoreline where Bunmi, from
Lambeth, south London, was
last seen alive on Monday.
It came after a man, was
seen pointing at an object in
the lake.
More than 13 police
vehicles rushed to the scene.
The body is yet to be
formally identified. It was
found in the cordoned-off
paddling pool area of the lake
where the youngster had
been playing.

